jigsaw puzzle
Krabbers
C
To keep myself out of trouble
F
I bought myself a jigsaw puzzle
C
G
just ten pence from my local charity shop
C
on the top was a painting of ducks and geeses
F
a puzzle of one thousand pieces
C
G
C
at least that's what was printed on the box
I couldn't wait to get it started
so I spread it out across the carpet
finding all four corners straight away
separated the blue bits for the sky
and all the straight bits for the sides
I thought well that's me sorted for the day
I found some feathers, wings and feet
I found some flowers and couple of beaks
and water flowing gently over rocks
I worked right through till it was late
the puzzle started taking shape
exactly like the picture on the box
almost done just one more bit
but I could find no sign of it
the last piece lost a puzzlers greatest fear
then I found a note on the back of the box
have fun but please note one bit lost
with head in hands I almost shed a tear
F
C
oh why is always the last piece missing
F
G
why can you not not find it from the start
F
C
this is a jigsaw puzzlers dilema

Key of C

F
D7
G
this sort of thing can break a grown mans heart
C
well I wasn't going to let this beat me
F
so I boxed up and sealed it neatly
C
G
took it back to the shop with my receipt
C
would they check the contents I could not risk it
F
so I made the last piece with a rich tea biscuit
C
G
got my ten pence back and legged it up the street
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